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ABSTRACT 

Singing is one of the most natural actions any human can take and, as such, the need to 
find and develop methods to achieve the highest level of performance is, to this day, an 
ever-growing area of mastery. Opera, being a relatively young art expression, is still 
finding its own ways of growing and maturing while having to keep up with the 
technological achievements that can ease the way to an always perfectible performance. 
The voice, being the key ingredient in Opera, was always a very much disputed topic 
being exposed to many kinds of preferred techniques and, over time, some of these 
techniques became obsolete while others are still thriving to this day and some new ones 
are always found. Before even starting to train the voice to become “Opera ready”, there 
has to be a calibration, a preparation of the voice where all the possible issues one might 
encounter when singing are eliminated by adopting a correct technique, adapted to the 
individual. In order to achieve said correct technique, one can start their vocal training no 
earlier than their teen years where, with due care and guidance, they will find their 
“proper voice” who will not only enable them to sing beautifully but will also provide a 
healthy way of vocalization.    
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INTRODUCTION 

In order to offer a more detailed explanation of the art of singing and implicitly of the 
vocal techniques (Abt, F., 2005), an incursion in the process of learning and applying this 
skill is necessary. Although singing is one of the most natural actions for a human being, 
perfecting and turning it into a suited voice with a good technique for opera singing 
requires an inbuilt set of abilities and aptitudes that can help further this skill. Even if 
these aptitudes and abilities exist, more often than not, the beginner singer – in this case, 
the teen student – will surely encounter various obstacles in his or her path. 
 
OVERVIEW 



The factors that cause the birth of vocal defects can be of physical or mental nature or 
circumstantial – actions that lead to a vocal irregularity that interferes with the normal 
course of a good and healthy development in the process of phonation 
(www.nyee.edu/patient-care). In most cases, these deficiencies are the result of a 
combination of the aforementioned factors thus making it hard most of the times to 
accurately determine the starting point. As such, regardless of the reason, the importance 
will be placed on bringing the phonation back to its normal and optimum course. The 
methods for getting such a result will vary from one individual to another (Miller, R., 
2004). Even though, most of the times, the manifestation of these dysfunctionalities will 
present itself in a similar manner from one individual to another regardless of the core 
causes that started them. For instance, a student that used their voice to yell at a football 
match will present similar symptoms when using their voice as a student who suffers 
from a simple cold, both having an irritated throat that would make it difficult to use their 
voice even for speaking. So, even if the cause is different, the result and display of their 
symptoms will be the same. It is, of course, desired to know the cause since this would 
offer the best course of action for recovery.  

In the first few singing classes, the teacher must learn of their student’s background, 
besides getting acquainted with the teenager, in order to be able to create a plan of 
action that the student can understand and follow. Details such as the level of musical 
and cultural studies that the student has are important for the teacher. Also, information 
about the teen’s health and their availability to follow the teacher’s guiding and 
accomplish their requested tasks in order to fix the existing issues, allowing for a optimal 
vocal evolution.  

Each singing class has to be a constructive one from which the student can benefit even if, 
because of health-related reasons, they are unable to sing. From simple vocal hygiene 
notions to discussions about the need and importance of certain vocal exercises or an 
analysis of the studied music score, the student can fully benefit from each singing class 
they attend. 

Since the topic in discussion is Opera, the student must gather and cover information 
about as many areas of activity as possible. From literature, painting and dance to 
elements of theater props, a history of costumes (Oros, C., 1998) and foreign languages, 
the student must show interest in these fields of activity being open to expand their 
knowledge. Therefore, the teacher is not only a guide in vocal training but also a “road 
opener” and constant help to the student. Beginning with the first meetings, the teacher 
will explain to the student that, as they advance in their study, the elements contained in 
the singing class will grow in numbers leading to an expanding complexity of the class, for 
example, once the study of the music scores has begun, the need to learn and understand 
the language – if said music score is in a foreign language – will be mandatory as well as 
possessing a correct pronunciation in that language which, at times, would lead to the 
necessity of attending foreign language classes.  

The teenagers who choose to start learning Opera singing are either former music 
instruments players and are thusly used to the music academia lifestyle either from 
schools where music was studied as a topic of little interest and, as such, the level of 
information is minimal. For the latter category, the adjustment in the new environment 



might prove to be overwhelming. This process can be eased by the teachers, especially 
the music teachers (instruments and canto) who, through classes with little content or 
content focused on one or at most two elements, can try to help the student get 
acquainted and used to their new learning system. 

For starters, finding out the reason that led to the decision of attending a music college 
and also an opera singing class is a desired topic. Some students will express their wish to 
obtain a proper control over their voice while others will want to learn and master a vocal 
technique that will allow them to follow a path towards a career as a singer (be it opera 
or any other music genre). Of course, any desire and aspiration can suffer alterations and 
can completely change in time due to unforeseen factors or simply a change in the 
chosen path. Even so, the vocational education system is focused on a general, optimized 
conduct to which the student must adapt. Once the goals are set, by both the teacher and 
the student, a plan will be created where both the needs of the student and the 
curriculum are followed. The singing class is to some extent standardized. However, each 
teenager will present a different response to similar stimuli, fact which will alter and 
define the student’s evolution and the amount of information to be given to them as well 
as the material chosen for study.   

The singing class, just like any other musical instruments class, is different from general 
curriculum (where literature, math, biology and many others are studied), first of all 
because there is only one student per class and the teacher can bring modifications to 
that class so that it suits the needs of the student. 

Each singing class will begin by creating a relaxed environment where other distractions 
are to be avoided. The room where the class is taking place must be prepared so that it 
meets the needs of both the teacher and the student. A good, bright and airy room is 
required. The student will be asked at the beginning of each class about their health 
status, starting with the throat and then, the general physical and mental health. Since 
the voice is a living instrument – mainly, the throat – that is located inside one’s body, 
this instrument is subjected to a multitude of factors that can influence the normal course 
of action. From a room where the air is too dry to the drafty hallways of the school, the 
cold water that the student drinks or the gloomy weather outside, all influences up to a 
certain level the efficiency that the student displays, even more so if the student is a 
beginner and, as such, does not have full control over their own voice (Connolly, M., 
1991). 

In the first few weeks of study, the teacher will begin by sketching a profile of their 
student where the level of musical studies, the type of their voice, the amount of focus, 
type, speed and accuracy of reply as well as the capacity of noticing, understanding and 
reproducing certain new sensations until they become reflex replies, the memory and 
lastly the student’s reaction to certain stress factors such as frustration resulted by a 
failed attempt at executing the given breathing and singing exercises, the anxiety before 
an exam or the incapacity to learn and reproduce a music score that contains foreign 
language fast enough will be all taken into consideration. By knowing these factors, the 
teacher will be able to modify and personalize the singing class in a manner that will 
benefit the student expecting for the best results possible.  



Each teenager that chooses to study the art of opera singing starts on this road with a 
unique set of abilities and aptitudes but also shortcomings. No matter the reason that 
drove the student to choose to study opera singing, the teacher’s aim is to help the teen 
to reach their maximum potential through healthy, safe and durable ways. Since there 
can’t be talk of a perfect vocal apparatus and each individual has their own, as before 
mentioned, shortcomings, there can only be an optimized and personalized vocal 
technique. 

Since the importance of a correct study of vocal technique is necessary, with all that it 
contains, from knowing the anatomical elements of the vocal apparatus, the right 
position, vocal hygiene and vocal training exercises that include breathing components 
and vocalization and ending with studying opera arias, lied and other vocal creations, a 
study that shows some situations where certain vocal defects stood in the way of a 
proper functioning of the vocal apparatus and some of the methods used in an attempt to 
eliminate them. 

For each aria, lied or any other music score that a student learns, a period of time that 
varies from one student to another, is necessary, based on each student’s own learning 
and accustoming abilities. This time frame can range from a few days to a few weeks or 
even months since the learning process is not resumed to only learning the music score 
but also to set it in the voice (a term used often in the opera world). This whole process is 
just like the training of an athlete where a new set of exercises requires an adjustment 
and familiarization time where the muscle can get accustomed to the command it is given. 
In that same manner, the voice needs a buffering time where it can get used to the new 
set of exercises that prepare the voice for a new repertoire, when said repertoire 
demands a new set of skills and training. In order to achieve a flawless performance that 
lasts, at times, only a few minutes, a few months of arduous training are needed where 
the health is monitored alongside the learning process of the music score. 

Since singing in Opera style isn’t a normal, day to day action of the human body (Husson, 
R., 1968), when meeting with the various difficult elements – situation that occurs 
especially with young, untrained voices – the body seeks, instinctively, ways to handle the 
effort and the stress created by some new situations where the voice has to comply with 
height, strength, accuracy (Dorizo, A., 1972). The instinctive reaction to many teenagers is 
a reflex straining of the vocal, face and abdomen muscles which need to be counteracted 
and eventually prevented. For this reason, also, the teacher must be extremely careful to 
any facial expression, any muscle tension, moment and way this situation occurs and try 
to fix these new issues in due time so that they don’t become a new response method 
that will be even more difficult to eliminate and replace (Green. M.; Lesley, M., 2001).  

The difference in approach between the vocal exercises and the repertoire is, most of the 
times, a quite distinguishable one for most beginner students because, for the most part, 
the concentration time needed in the execution of the vocal exercises is much shorter 
than that given to a music score where a few pages require undivided attention and care. 
As such, the physical concentration – the muscles – as well as the mental one are short 
termed when vocal exercises are executed and are concentrated on one major element at 
a time. A music score, on the other hand, requires attention to various elements, each 
with a similar value in importance, requires a similar to multitasking focus. Attention to 



the text of the music score, the musical notation, the phrasing, just to name a few, all 
require equal care and attention. When studying a music score, most of the times, a 
mental blockage appears which renders the learned vocal technique useless because the 
student finds him or herself unable to transfer the technique they used when doing vocal 
exercises to the interpretation of their repertoire. The air suddenly becomes insufficient, 
the accuracy of the pitch is uncertain and the vocal ambitus is reduced to only the most 
comfortable range of singing for the student. To avoid such situations or, when these 
occurrences are unavoidable, studying a simpler repertoire is recommended where the 
student can focus on both the technique used as well as the music score and its 
requirements (Arbore, I. A., 1983). Such repertoire can contain repetitive instances where 
the same vocal technique is used so that the student can get accustomed to both the 
music score and the use of the proper vocal technique.  

Regardless of the teaching style or the passion and enthusiasm shown by the student, a 
thorough approach, based on attention to details and constancy is desired, a slower but 
more constant and consistent rhythm being preferred rather than an indexation of 
various methods of vocalization and interpretation. This is an important issue that needs 
to be addressed and discussed with both the student and their parents in order to avoid 
misunderstandings. 

CASE STUDY  
Student J.C., soprano 
First Three Years of Opera singing classes  
 
The student J.C. started learning Opera singing at the age of 14 after having had studied 
piano for 8 years (since first grade). Her knowledge in music, and especially classical music, 
are vast, the work with her, in this sense, being a relatively easy one. Elements of music 
theory and history did not pose any sort of impediment to the teenager. The rich cultural 
background was of great help when studying opera singing with any reference or 
historically-musical incursion presenting interest for the student. Her strong personality 
proved to be a positive asset which, at times, did impede the teen from reaching the goal 
set during each singing class, occasionally even threatening the final goal – to be an Opera 
artist. The curiosity manifested over and over again contributed to a more rapid and in 
depth learning of the singing class, the student showing most of the times drive and 
intent that would greet the teacher’s requirements, even offering solutions and ideas that 
could help solve the issues she would at times encounter. 

Just like any other individual, the teenage student J.C. presented, right from the start, a 
few imperfections when vocalizing which required immediate attention and corrective 
solutions. These imperfections could only be fixed in time, by attempting the eliminate 
the habit and setting some new voluntary healthy actions that would last (McKinney, J., 
1994). A first mention of such a faulty habit and an attempt to fix it can be made by 
referring to the process of abdominal breathing that the student possessed. Due to a 
weak control of her abdominal muscles, the air column showed fluctuations in intensity 
which led to a faded sound that was accompanied by a much too rapid vibrato. The 
student’s inability to open her mouth wide enough factored in to a faulty sound emission 
where the resonators were not used properly, and a correct sound could not be created. 



For starters, in the first year of study, the accent was placed on strengthening the 
breathing while singing and the correct use of the abdominal breathing when vocalizing 
(Burlui, A., 1996, Cegolea, G., 1995). The student displayed little to no knowledge 
regarding this certain aspect. The first few singing classes consisted in the presentation 
and explanation of the vocal apparatus with the help of images, videos and books 
(Appleman, D. R., 1986). The student was asked to learn and memorize all the anatomical 
parts of the vocal apparatus and its various functions and interaction with other parts of 
the body. For a better and more rapid understanding, the student was also given 
homework where she would have to read about the vocal apparatus, watch videos, read 
anatomy books and learn as much as she could about her “instrument”. The main focus 
was the visualization of vocal chords that would ease the understanding of how her own 
body produces sound. A second step consisted of the execution of some simple 
abdominal muscle and diaphragm developing exercises, the student being asked to 
indicate an on-spot analysis of the sensations she felt and the response her own body 
would give to these exercises. For example, when asked where exactly she feels that her 
muscles are tenser while taking a deep breath, the teenager noticed with surprise that by 
verbalizing said sensation, the action itself became much easier to execute after. In 
classes similar to physical education classes that followed, the student would perform 
various breathing exercises before any type of vocalization and singing. One of the first 
set goals was to increase the breathing time in both inhalation as well as exhalation, the 
student attempting to expand with one second each every few times she would perform 
the exercise after having managed to secure a certain number of seconds in the same set. 
For this exercise, elements such as posture – which has to be straight and relaxed so that 
the muscles would not hinder an optimal execution. Throughout the progress of the 
exercise, corrections were necessary, either to the body posture, to the way the 
abdominal muscles would contract and relax or mouth position, the student having to 
take all into consideration and pay attention to each of them as she would perform the 
exercise. At first, so many elements proved to be a rather difficult task to accomplish.  

Another breathing training exercise is concentrated on a quick inhalation through the 
nose and a long and controlled exhalation through the mouth with the lips pursed similar 
to whistling. This particular exercise is helpful in those moments when the music score 
does not allow proper breaks for breathing and one must “steal a breath” wherever they 
can, store it and use it for longer periods of time. When inhaling through the nose, the air 
is led directly to the abdomen from where it will be more easily controlled, offering a 
better quantization of the exhaled air. For an even better learning and control of this 
exercise, a candle can be placed in front of the student no further than a meter away and 
the student will try, by guiding their breath, to make the flame “play” without completely 
blowing out the candle for as long as they can. Just like with the previous breathing 
exercises, the aim is to expand the exhalation time all the while attention is also given to 
the constancy and duration. For the first few tries, the teenage student manifested 
difficulties in the execution of this exercise, adjustments and corrections to the posture, 
inhalation and manner of air storage were necessary. To avoid new issues in the 
breathing process, a constant and careful monitorization of how the student executed the 
requested exercise was needed; emphasis being put on recording and understanding the 
sensations and actions took for a optimum using in the future. After the first few days of 



monitored exercises, the student was advised to start a daily training session at home as 
well, with sets of 15 minutes in length where she would go through each learned exercise 
and try to train the muscles for a faster execution of the command once given.  

The following exercise is extremely important for the development of the abdominal 
muscles and in gaining a constant flow of air. Using the musculature in the process of 
inhalation as well that of exhalation, the student will realize and pay attention to both the 
way the air comes in as well as how it goes out. The process of this exercise is to slowly 
tense the muscles as the air comes in through pursed lips (similar to sucking through a 
straw) as well and maintaining the abdominal muscles tensed all throughout the 
exhalation (with the lips still pursed) without letting the musculature relax. If the muscles 
relax even for a moment, all the air is lost, and the exercise must be restarted. The high 
level of difficulty of this exercise is given by the gradual and constant tensing of the 
abdominal muscles when inhaling and storing as much air as possible as well as in the 
process of exhaling where the muscles cannot be let to relax instantly but maintaining a 
tensed musculature until the last drop of air was exhaled. The execution of this exercised 
was proven to be quite difficult for the teenager because right from the start, she tensed 
her neck and throat muscles while lifting her shoulders as she inhaled, action which led to 
a blockage of the throat and inability to properly breathe. When inhaling slowly, if this 
inhalation isn’t deep enough, the body will feel the need to exhale while still being in the 
process of inhalation, action which will lead to strong sensation of suffocation. Because of 
these elements that can create confusion due to the process of execution, it is 
recommended that, until an optimal and correct realization of the exercise is obtained, 
the student will carry out the exercise only in the presence of their teacher where any 
slight mistake can be corrected on the spot without the fear of leading to a bigger 
problem. Once the exercise is flawlessly achieved, the attention will move on to the way 
the musculature reacts, an active observation and monitorization of the muscle response 
being highly necessary.  

All these sets of exercises were conceived with the growth of the air storage capacity as 
well as the ability to keep the abdominal muscles tense throughout the performance 
(however long it may be). Also, these exercises can be executed with and without sound, 
the second option being preferred as a starting point and continuing with the sang 
breathing exercises – which will pose an additional level of difficulty for the student. 
However, the sang breathing exercises are the bridge between the starting breathing 
exercises and vocalization since they meet both elements of sang voice and breathing 
control. Because there are many elements to take into consideration, a slower, more 
detail-oriented approach is desired where the student can achieve the correct techniques.  

The student, J.C., has shown a good theoretical understanding of the requirements of the 
exercises. However, multiple repetitions of a same given set were necessary until she 
could perform each element correctly without failing to execute the others. The lack of a 
developed and trained musculature proved to be a downside bigger than expected in the 
normal evolution of the vocal training of J.C.. 

Another extremely important element found in J.C.’s vocal emission was the slightly too 
fast vibrato (Sundberg, J., 1994) that was caused by the lack of a sufficiently well 
developed breathing technique, her voice “leaning” on the throat muscles instead of the 



abdominal ones, which lead to an unequal and inconsistent fluctuation of the air flow and 
a premature feeling of fatigue that would manifest itself through a hoarseness of the 
voice and an inability to bring the sang phrase to an end. 

In order to correct this situation, the breathing exercises were continued throughout the 
whole school year and were followed – during each singing class – by the sang breathing 
exercises where the most attention was given to a proper and optimal flow of air that 
would help sustain the voice and the elimination of the fast vibrato. Contrary to the 
requests made to other students of the same age and level as J.C., she was asked to try 
and produce a straight sound, without any sort of vibration and without any type of 
crescendo or decrescendo in the vocal warm up exercise. In the first few weeks, the 
student showed an inability to bring to an end each of the studied vocal warm up exercise, 
which was somewhat normal, especially if taken into consideration the fact that some of 
the student’s bad habits made it difficult for her to accomplish her set goal. These bad 
habits took over a year to get rid of especially since they needed to be replaced with 
healthy ones. From simple vocal warm ups, like humming on thirds and fifths, arpeggios 
to exercises with a higher level of difficulty, the voice must be trained to withstand effort 
and to maintain a healthy technique that will help the singer comply with any 
requirements the studied music score has.  

The chosen repertoire for the first semester was one chosen to help eliminate the bad 
habits the student came with and help induce and settle new healthy ones that would 
also come as a support for the vocal warm ups and the breathing exercises. A repertoire 
that would contain coloratura and staccato elements was avoided at first, until a 
noticeable change in the student’s habitual singing was observed and such elements 
would no longer pose a threat to the new teachings and attempts at an optimal, healthy 
singing style. Some of the first music scores the student used were Nicola Vaccai’s 
“Metodo practico di canto italiano”. By singing each of Vaccai’s studies, the teenage 
student was able to gradually incorporate each new element she learned from the 
breathing exercises to the vocal warm ups. However, many repetitions were necessary in 
order to achieve an optimal result. Because of the large number of components found in 
one music score, the teenager would resort to an instinctive physical reaction when 
encountering elements of a higher level of difficulty like the way she would open her 
mouth when singing, the shape of her lips when pronouncing a certain word, bringing her 
jaw to the front which would create tension on her neck and throat muscles, a superficial 
inhalation executed at clavicular level only or even her entire body posture that would 
signal discomfort. All or any of these actions, left as they were, would have created major 
defects in the student’s vocal technique as well as her interpretation and overall 
performance. 

Once the breathing technique basics were set, preparing new goals was possible. Getting 
rid of her too fast and unstable vibrato was one of the next steps. This type of vibrato was 
the result of a faulty singing style where a much too difficult singing technique, and 
without a solid breathing base and trained abdominal musculature, was approached. By 
attempting to sing a difficult repertoire and train with high level of difficulty vocal warm 
ups, a defense mechanism was instinctively created by the body. For example, lack of a 
well developed and trained abdominal musculature which would be able to sustain a 



constant and consistent flow of air, led to the response of a fast and uneven vibrato and a 
voice that resonated from the throat and whose strength came from the throat and neck 
muscles. The attention was, thusly, given to achieving a rather straight sound. The way 
the student was opening her mouth when singing was also flawed because she would 
either refuse to open her mouth enough when singing or would open it too wide 
horizontally creating a flat sound that would have no body or “pulp”. A vertical opening of 
the mouth was requested and applied to all vocal warm ups as well as any repertoire the 
student received. The vocal warm ups were in a proportion of 90%, line and straight 
sound-based exercises as to avoid any kind of vibrato until she was able to get rid of the 
flawed, fast vibrato. Even though the teenager proved a keen understanding of what was 
requested of her, taking the task to a successful completion proved to be difficult, mainly 
because of the almost completely different singing style she had been used to up until 
that point. 

Regarding the student J.C., her learning tempo and the ability to gain and master a 
correct breathing and singing technique was, at first, a slower one, especially tailored as 
such in order to eliminate any present deficiency and inducing new healthy, long lasting 
habits (Blivet, JP., 2005). Even so, the breathing technique studied during class proved to 
be insufficient and the student was recommended to execute these exercises at home as 
well on a daily basis. However, be it the fault of teenage unawareness or lack of interest, 
the student slowly gave up on exercising at home and as time went on and the difficulty 
of the vocal warm ups as well as the repertoire she was given went up, some of the 
student’s old habits came back leading to a temporary sidetrack where these old 
elements were once again replaced with new, healthy ones. This time around, though, 
the elimination of those bad habits was much more difficult than the first time around 
since the difficulty of the classes was bigger. An insufficient breathing, the fast vibrato, 
the horizontal mouth opening as well as a ever growing state of fatigue during each class 
resulted in a halting of the normal evolution of the student’s training and recommending 
instead a recuperation time where the teenager would be able to rest her voice. Getting 
back “on track” was not a difficult task for the student once she made a firm decision to 
improve her singing skills, but it was a lengthy process because of the student’s lack of 
interest in her own priorities and her capacity to organize her time, het attention being – 
like that of many teenagers – focused on many topics. 

The second and the third year of study consisted of the same table of content with 
breathing exercises at the beginning of the class, continued with vocal warm ups and 
ending with singing the repertoire. The student’s evolution proved to be “step 
development” rather than a constant one with periods of time where the teenager would 
simply accumulate the given information and another period where she would apply and 
understand the learnt elements. The student’s vocal range was visibly extended by her 
third year of study and she showed a clearer, more comfortable singing style and 
approach. While her vocal range did increase, the repertoire that was suggested for study 
was one that did not present any major discomfort for the student so as to not let 
resurface her old habits of faulty singing. Even so, the student showed an increased 
curiosity towards Opera as a genre and her desire to expand her repertoire by bringing 
new arias or lieder to learn was greatly appreciated (Bughici, D. 1974). Since the student 



is currently in her 4th year of opera singing study, it’s hard to say how she will develop 
over time. But, taking into consideration her evolution so far, it can be assumed she will 
pursue a singing career.  

The voice of a singer is an endless work in progress with the voice being a live instrument 
that needs special care and attention where even a speck of dust can cause some sort of 
damage. As such, there will never be a time where a singer will not need a teacher, a 
trainer or someone who can simply listen to them and hear their voice. The voice of a 
singer ages maybe a bit faster than any other person’s so a good and sturdy base is vital 
as well and the ongoing maintenance of that voice as well as the entire body and mind. 
Being an Opera singer incapsulates so many levels or artistry where one has to be an 
actor, a vocalist, a critique, a book and culture lover; someone who’s curiosity never dies 
but also someone who is able to train like athletes and make sacrifices for the sake of 
their voice.  

Being an opera singer is a beautiful calling and one should be so lucky to be able to fulfill 
this calling.  
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